Autumn 2
2021

Sport and PE

Science – Rocks and Soils

Indoor PE will be taught on a TUESDAY by Mrs
Summers
 Learning to control our body movements
 Developing our Gymnastic skills
Outdoor PE will be taught on a WEDNESDAY
by PlaySport coaches.

As Scientists we will be:
 Studying the structure of the Earth
 Naming and sorting rocks
 Carrying out experiments and
investigations on rocks and soils

Music

Maths

Computing

In Music with Mrs Cary we will be focusing on
the development of Glockenspiel skills.

In Computing we will be learning how to
create a PowerPoint presentation and then
using our skills to support our learning in
English and History.

Personal, Social and Health Education

In PSHE we will be Celebrating Difference
 I understand that everybody’s family is
RE
different and important to them
Our Big Question this term is ‘To what extent
 I understand that differences and
does participating in worship and/or prayer
conflicts sometimes occur between
generate a sense of belonging?’
family members
We will be explaining the significance of
.
 I know what it means to be a witness
religious leaders and sacred texts and
to bullying
identifying how core beliefs can guide
English
+lifestyle choices. This term our work will be
In English we will be developing our sentence
+based on Christianity.
construction and character development by
History +writing an adventure story based on ‘Stone Age
+-we will be:
In History
Boy’.
+ Discussing
the nature and importance of
Art and DT
We will also be writing persuasively to produce
+historical evidence
As artists we will be studying art from the
a holiday brochure promoting visits to Skara
+- available evidence for
 Analysing
Stone Age, Iron Age and Bronze Age and
Brae, a site in the Orkney Isles where the
+- in society between the late
changes
replicating some of the techniques including
remains of a Stone Age settlement were
Stone+-Age (Skara Brae) and the Bronze
sourcing and combining our own natural
discovered in the mid-19th century.
+Age (Must
Farm)
materials to use in our projects.
++What you can do at home:
+Please continue to read the school readers daily and as many of your own books as possible.
+
Please support your child with homework. This could include phonics, writing, spelling, maths and topic or project work.

As Mathematicians we will be continuing to
develop our calculation skills in the four
operations (addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division) and developing our
mathematical vocabulary to help us to answer
problems written in words.

